This paper describes ASPAR (Automalx and Symbolic PARallelization) which consisv: of a source-to-source parallelizer and a set of interactive graphic tools. While the issues of data 3epen-dency have already been explored and used in many parallel computer systems such as vex or and shared memory machines, distributed memory parallel computers require, in addition, explic*it data decomposition. New symbolic analysis and datadependency analysis methods are used tcl determine an explicit data decomposition scheme Automatic parallelization models using high lev( 1 communications are also described in this papcr. The target applications are of the "regular-mesli 10 type typical of many scientific calculations. The system has been implemented for the language C, and is designed for easy modification fcir other languages such as Fortran.
Introduction
Distributed memory parallel computers, whii le offering virtually unlimited, cost effective pertmnance [12] , suffer by comparison with other architwtures in their perceived programming problems. Paiallelization by individual users has shown that the arcliitecture is extremely powerful and has led to the dew lopment of sophisticated runtime systems such as Express which support the communication, decompca ition, I/ 0, et.c requirements of such programs. DesIrite these advances application developers continue ta develop conventional sequential programs in which &it: natural or inherent parallelism is all too often obscured by programming "tricks". Since these sequential algorithms are often required to execute on parallel comli uters for performance reasons we must develop methods by which they can be easily converted. There are several potential approaches to making programming for a parallel computer easy: 1) New or extended languages: OCCAM, Ada, Strand, Fortran/8x [23] 3) Parallelizing translators or compilers:
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ASPAR represents a :system of type (3) collaborating with Express, a system of type (2) .In a similar manner to the "vectorizing coimpiler" and "autotasking libraries" [171, [181 
System Overview
Fig1 shows an overall picture of the system. The "bold" boxes represent the components of the automatic parallelizer. The: complementary graphical analysis tools, "mapv" and " f t o o l " (described in section 6) are shown relative to the parallelizer at the appropriate stages of the parallelization process. Support tools supplied by the basic Express system and which play an important role in the parallelization are shown underlined. The ''Preprocessor" is a standard C pre-processor use to remove '#' directives."Parser", the second phase of ASPAR, contains a C language parser and lexical analyzer and is used to break down a piece of C code to its "parse-tree" containing a significantly simplified representation of the original program. These two phases contain all the language dependencies for the programming language being padelized. The "Pre-analyzer" is an aggregation of techniques whose purposes are both to prepare the "parse-tree" for further complex manipulations and to improve the parallelism of original code. Its basic tasks are: Link Individual parse-ms for single source fiies must be combined to form a representation of the whole program. This is similar in concept to a conventional object module linker except that it operates on the "parse-trees" in some internal representation mther than machine code object files.
Loop normalization is a technique commonly used in optimizing and vectorizing compilers. Pointer expressions," union" and got 0's which make symbolic analysis impossible are inhibitors for ASPAR preventing parallelization, Flow control statements ("if "), nested loops and procedure calls do not necessarily inhibit parallelization.
Several other common techniques are effective Loop normalization & "inhibitor" checking Other in helping subsequent symbolic dependency tests. Forward substitution, induction variable recognition [22] and compound statement fissions are used. Note that no loop reconstruction [13] ,[221, [23] techniques are applied since these methods are not particularly useful at the parullelization stage for a distributed memory architecture. They can, however, be usefully employed in the final node compiler after parallelization has been completed.
The "Analyzer" module is used to extract the parallelism from the sequential program and its functions are described in detail in the next section. The "Translator" is responsible for modifying the original sequential program by the addition of suitable calls to the runtime library. Note that this translation is "source-to-source" to enhance the portability of the parallelized code and also to facilitate later "hand-tuning" by the user. To further enhance the performance and portability of the parallelized code we have adopted the Express runtime system for our work, shown in the bottommost box of Fig. 1 . This system has the advantage of already providing many automated decomposition tools and a correspondingly matched communication, U 0 and graphics system which can easily be used in performing the types of decomposition used by ASPAR. The availability of high-level tools such as the debugger and performance analysis systems is also an advantage in providing the user an easy transition from sequential to parallel programming. [23] ) is necessary. One advantage of inhis fact is that C language constructs which typically ,>revent vectorization of "for" loops will be allowed by AS-PAR. "Loop carried dependencies", are the only conventionally recognized dependencies which iprevent parallelization. As a result the "A-list" (Atom list) method which represents only the flow of variables through each statement (including flow control nad loop headers) is quite convenient for performing the analysis -a much simpler technique than building the full dependent y tree.
In cases where loops involve flow control staiements dependencies are examined for each potential' execution path by "stacking" the A-lists dynamically In this way nested loops and procedure calls from within loops are reasonably simply dealt with. Note that not all "loop carried dependencies'l inhibit parallelization. The availability of such cca llective communication primitives as "excombine" allows loops with the "recurrence" dependency to be prallelbed even when they would normally be forbid den.
3.2
The distinguishing feature of a distributed rrliemory parallel computer is the availability of no shared mem- where Now we proceed to conisider each index of array "AR"
independently. Denote by "FC the set of array indexing functions used to address elements of AR throughout in this loop
We define this index of array AR to be "locally decomposable", (LDC) if and only if each indexing function can be expressed in the form, where a and b are interg-
Furthermore define this index of array AR to be "globally decomposable", (GDC Figure 3 . Construction of "micro-" and "macro-" stencils from update scheme
LOOP range variation
Having made these decisions we need to further check that the range of array indices used by the program is consistent in each instance. All loops which involve the globally decomposable array ''AR" should have the same range of indices. In the case where loop indices are constants this is easy to verify. Where loop ranges are indicated by variables it is impossible to statically determine whether or not the ranges are equal. One option would be to implement a dynamic load balancing strategy which would be able to take care of potential changes in array usage. This solution is, however, extremely costly to implement both in terms of human effort and also its impact on algorithmic performance. Instead ASPAR makes a simpler assumption that array ranges specified by variables will remain constant. This assumption is valid in the vast majority of the regular applications at which ASPAR is directed.
Communication analysis, "stencils"
A "stencil" is a range of distances from a particular point in the mesh from which information is required to update and maintain the integrity of the data in a distributed memory architecture. In the trivial case each grid point is independent and no interprocessor communication is required when parallelizing the algorithm. In more common cases, such as the one shown in Fig. 3 , a stencil can be constructed of finite size to direct the communication required by the parallel algorithm. Fig. 3 shows a typical stencil associated with to a nested "FOR" loop. We can distinguish two types of stencil: micro and macro-stencils. The "micro-stencil" describes the update scheme for a single point in the grid whereas the macro-stencil describes the area where the various decomposed domains overlap and communication is required. In the example of Fig. 3 values from nearest neighbors are required to update the point at (i , j ) . This means that the "micro-stencil" for the first array index is (-1:l) . Similarly the stencil for the second index is seen to be (-1 : 1) . In principle we could use these "micro-stencils" to implement a strategy in which individual grid points were communicated whenever necessary.
Using the "micro-stencils", however, it is possible to construct a "macro-stencil" which describes the areas where the entire decomposed domain ''overlaps'' with neighboring domains. Having done this we can simplify and optimize the inter-node communication by using the collective communication ability of Express to transmit all of the boundary messages to the appropriate nodes before entering the nested loops. The benefit is that the number of communication calls is reduced dramatically and a significant improvement in performance is obtained.
Parallelization models
In order to automatically parallelize a FOR loop, AS-PAR uses only 4 types of parallelization model, each of which uses a different high-level communication function from the Express library [121,[20] . This in itself is an interesting result since it shows the importance of the high-level "collective" communication routines over the simple "point-to-point" communication schemes. Each of the four strategies is briefly described with an example of the original source code and the parallelked version. For simplicity the arguments to the Express functions have been simplified.
Independent cycles, no communication
If a "for" loop has no loop carried dependency and every updated array is globally decomposable, it can be parallelized without any communication. A typical example is kernel #12 of the Livermore loop benchmark, "fist difference", shown in Fig.4 . Parallelizing such a loop on a distributed memory computer is equivalent to simply dividing the loop range by the number of processors available, being careful to treat the remainder correctly!. This operation is performed by the function "AS set ranges" which calculates variables "AS-cnt= to inscate the range of loop iterations in each node.
"Combine" type
The typical example of this case is a "reduction" loop which has only one kind of loop carried dependency known as "recurrence''. Typically the operation on the data values is some simple binary operator such as ad-dition or subtraction. The example shown in Fig. 4 is the standard scalar product taken from kemel113 of the Livermore Loops.
To parallelize such a loop a minimal type of iklgorithmic modification is required since the order ccf operation is changed in going to the parallelized vt. rsion of the code. The Express excombine functiom is used to recalculate the global quantity after the p m n llel loop operations have been completed.
"Concatenation" type
In isolation this type of loop has the same aplparance -axcnange-type
The "stencil" operations described in section 3.4 require a rather different type of communication. Before any loop involving updates to decomposed data which possess a "macro-stencil" we must arrange for the regions of overlap between processors to be communicated so that the updates can occur with valid data. Typical examples of this kind are partial differential equation solvers, image processing algorithms, etc. The particular example shown in Fig.4 would prohibit parallelizing this loop but ASPARprovides a special switch to enable the user to allow such parallelkations although the parallel algorithm is now subtly different from the sequential one. Alternate strategies which will be implemented in the future involve the "red-black" U scheme and the "hyperplane" technique which both allow parallelization without algorithmic modification. Having made the decision that both loops are parallelizable and that the arrays are decomposable a standard mapping to a two-dimensional grid is invoked and appropriate boundary information is updated with the Express e x v c h a n g e function.
Experi
To evaluate our methods we have processed several uliicrcni iyyyc;s UI appii~auuii wiui ~cv-nn 5.1 Livermore loop kernels The Livermore kernels are 24 loops from actual production codes that have been widely used to evaluate the performance of various computer systems. [8] Written originally in Fortran, the benchmarks were rewritten in C for this test. Table 1 shows the type of the application, its algorithmic complexity and the result of applying ASPAR. The complexity here is defined as the number of computations required to complete the main procedure on an ideal parallel computer as a function of input size [8] . The complexity of a vector sum, for example loop #11, is 0 0 on a sequential machine. It will, however, be O(1ogN) if it can be parallelized in a binary tree fashion. If the iterations of a loop can be executed completely independently its complexity is O( 1). These tests determined that 14 of the loops were parallelized by ASPAR. Examination of the failed cases showed that some were not parallelizable, even by hand. In each successful case the parallel algorithm correctly matched the expected complexity for the ideal machine. 5. 2 A Conjugate Gradient linear e~u a t i~n solver While the Livermore loops provide an indication of the basic capabilities of ASPAR it is important to realize that "real" programs present significantly more complex problems, not merely because they use more complex algorithms but because a large application has more "baggage" surrounding it which can inhibit parallelization in many ways. loop constructs. The current version of ASPAR was unabl : to correctly parallelize the bounds on the 40 clmstructs and so these had to be modified by hand in xder for the algorithm to function correctly. The conilpilation/ linking process involved no special precauRions and some sample performance data for the paral le1 algorithm are shown in Fig. 8 . We feel that the::e results are extremely interesting. The problems sc,lved are relatively small and, considering the banded nature of the matrix, the performance gains are quiRe strong.
With relatively minor improvements in the nterface between ASPAR and Cubix, the parallel I/(') system of Expressit should be possible to comp1eh:ly automate the parallelization of this algorithm.
Support Tools
As well as the automatic parallelizer ASPA R offers several supporting utilities which aid useias whose programs are not immediately parallelized. " f t o o l " is a utility which allows the use1 to interactively visualize the flow of data/control cm a window and the relevant source code on ano~ier window. It also presents information about the loop carried dependencies and the possibilities of data decomposition corresponding each FOR limp. An example is shown in Fig.9 . "mapv" is a set of tools which allow the ucer to interactively visualize the patterns in which tlie appli- ===== Analysis resuk ========= Dependency: none -executed a data file is created which contains mernory access pattern data. This can be visiualized with the "vtool" program which allows the user to "play back" the hisitory of memory accesses made by the sequential program.
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Conclusions
ASPAR is a powerful tool which is able to automatically parallelize a significant sequential program for a distributed memory parallel computer. It is able to not only parallelize the basic sequential code but also modify its algorithm for parallel execution. Its basic abilities lie in Sophisticated symbolic analysis coupled to a knowledge base regarding "domaindecomposition" parallelimtion. The Express runtime environment both simplifies the task of parallelization and also allows the user the flexibility to run the parallelized programs on a wide variety of parallel computer systems and network based workstations. Generally speaking, ASPAR works extremely well on applications which use regular meshes. Even when failing to parallelize a problem ASPA R generally issues adequate diagnostics to correct the problem or modify the cading to allow parallelization. Particularly important in this area are the graphical display tools which alllow the user to visualize problem areas and interactively modify them. Although ASPAR is unable to parallelize all C programs its current abilities, especially in regard to the efficiency of the padelized algorithms, are very encouraging. One area in which work remains to be done is the interaction with the I/O system. Once this is accomplished ASP,4 R should be capable of completely parallelizing qiuite sophisticated C codes.
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